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PURPOSE

To develop a design framework for the Village of
Tatamagouche’s Main Street that will inform future
decision making and promote community revitalization
and placemaking.

SITE SUMMARY

The Village of Tatamagouche is located on the
North-Eastern shore of Nova Scotia, within the
Municipality of Colchester, and functions as a service hub
for the surrounding area. The village has a rich history of
industry, concentrated in shipbuilding, the railway, and
dairy farming. Today, the village is a popular summer
tourist destination. The commercial core of Main Street,
outlined below, is the scope for this project.

OBJECTIVES
� Establish a historical and architectural understanding
of the area
� Evaluate the impact of the current heritage design
guidelines on development in Tatamagouche
� Determine a cohesive vision for the Main Street
streetscape
� Provide well researched recommendations for a
design framework that balances heritage with future
growth and standards

AN EVERYDAY HERITAGE
APPROACH
� Integrates the concept of ‘Everydayness’ with
‘Cultural Heritage’
“The complex sum of practices, activities, and
meanings by which communities quotidianly use all
types of local heritage to strengthen their connection
to particular places and each other” Deﬁned by Giombini in
‘Everyday Heritage and Place-Making’ (2020, p.54)

� Everyday Heritage can be understood as a form of
place making and all the proposed interventions
should be explored as an opportunity to celebrate
everyday heritage

POLICY ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS
� Create a succinct design vision for the Village that
articulates what ‘tradition’ and ‘heritage’ in a design
context means to Tatamagouche
� A linkage to heritage and the historical context that
supports the design guidelines
� Strong language that outlines the design guidelines
and withstands challenges
� Requirements that are connected with policy
intentions

This project was prepared by Team Modern
Legacy: Allysha Porter, Courtney Kowal, Devin
Holmes, Kortney Dunsby, and Victoria Evans

BUILT ENVIRONMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
BUILDING FACADES
� Treatments should include
prominent sills, mouldings, ﬂower
boxes, fascia board signage
� Prioritize wall planes and rooﬂines,
human scale proportions, large
windows, and entryways
� Add canopies and awnings
� Repair decaying building facade
elements
� Vary building materials to include:
brick, wood detailing, wood siding,
and stone
� Complement color palettes and use
vibrant colour accents

PEDESTRIAN STREETSCAPE
Pedestrian Space

� Incorporate site furnishings along pedestrian route
� Incorporate spillover retail, patios, and other public
spaces on sidewalks
� Install pedestrian scale lighting
� Establish a consistent building streetwall height
Pedestrian Passage

� Provide continuous, unobstructed, and barrier-free
sidewalks (at least 3m wide and clearway of 1.8 m)
� Incorporate paving material to signify special
locations, assist in wayﬁnding, and to deﬁne
pedestrian routes
� Provide ramps and handrails at building entrances to
comply with future accessibility design standards

POCKET PARKS
�
�
�
�
�

Benches
Bike racks
Picnic area
Landscaping
Open water feature

COMMUNITY BRANDING
� A future looking vision for Main Street
� A deﬁned narrative that reﬂects the community’s
personality and values
� A visual identity that builds oﬀ existing community
assets
� A carefully crafted set of visual graphics and colours
� Consistent use of branding elements and other ideas
for application

SIGNAGE & WAYFINDING
� Welcome sign at each entrance
to Main Street
� Lamppost banners
� Directional signage to orient
pedestrians and vehicles to
streets, parking, trials, and key
destinations
� Wayﬁnding kiosks that include
maps, key destinations, etc.
� Interpretive panels/plaques for
education of village history
� Community bulletin boards as
places to share community
knowledge and events

GRANT PROGRAM
Eligible features could include:
� Repainting, cleaning, or re-facing of facades
� Restoration of signiﬁcant historic features
� Implementation of beautiﬁcation ﬁxtures (planters,
bike racks, benches, etc.)
� Installation or repair of exterior lighting
Who is eligible? Property owners and business

owners/tenants (with permission) of commercial and
mixed-use buildings on Main Street
Who decides? Applications could be reviewed by
the Municipality and the Village Commission and
Development Association

